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Impact of the current crisis on insurance companies

In the first phase of the crisis, insurers had to maintain their operational capacity to (re)act and at the same time implement state-imposed security measures. The typical change 

curve with rigidity of shock and subsequent actionism could be broadly observed. Now the industry returns to a phase of consolidation. According to Niklas Elser, the necessary 

actionism in the crisis allowed for many things to develop overnight and the crisis created instant clarity about pending digitization plans. However now, these initial 

achievements must be combined with an overarching strategy, otherwise event the best approaches will be lost. 

Pre-crisis formulated corporate strategies continue to apply despite changed circumstances. However, certain topics such as automation, Omnichannel or Mind Health will be 

addressed with renewed vigor. Insurance, however, will remain an advisory oriented business. Finding the middle ground between digital and real interaction is a central 

challenge and holds a lot of innovation potential. To implement innovations, scalability and endurance are key. After all, innovation is 1% inspiration and 99% transpiration.

Opportunities and insights of virtual collaboration 

The three panelists emphasized that the crisis had shown that virtual teams and home office works very well. Said Jan Huntgeburth: "Many excuses of those who are sceptical

about virtual teams and global value chains no longer hold since Corona. We were able to prove that it works". The increase in responsibility and self-determination among 

employees furthermore boosted their motivation. As basis for successful cooperation the experts identified regular, short, virtual meetings and the fact that people knew each 

other before. 

For companies that invested early in the digitalization of their business model and working environment (e.g. laptops for all employees, video conferencing tools, cloud 

solutions), these steps have now paid off twice over. 
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Increased transparency and cooperation between insurance companies

The insurance industry so far has managed crisis well and has proven resilient to this exogenous shock. However, it has suffered damage to its reputation in many countries, even 

if more money has been paid out on insurance claims than ever before. Here greater transparency is called for. 

The crisis has shown that systemic risks require systemic responses. Similar to the nuclear pool, a pandemic pool or a cyberpool is therefore conceivable. In certain areas of the 

insurance industry, a stronger focus on cooperation and productivity and less on competition is needed. Areas that are hardly differentiating are most suitable for this purpose 

(e.g. Swiss ID). Such increased cooperation would also have a positive effect on customer satisfaction.

Courage and creativity disclose new paths

Looking ahead, Samyr Mezzour put forward the thesis that more courage than ever is needed to stay relevant in the 10 years to come. And this will be particularly true for 

insurance companies, even if it is their business to exclude risks. 

The world has changed not only for insurers, but also for winegrowers. New, creative solutions are also needed there. Olivier Mounir, winemaker of the Cave du Rhodan winery, 

conducted an instructive and entertaining virtual wine tasting in the second part of the event. Despite the digital format the social gathering of the participants was made 

possible in this way.
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